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Resumo
Computação móvel e de alt--esempenho têm colocado requerimentos mais fortes porém
divergentes em hardware de ponto flutuante. Ao mesmo tempo, processamento de imagem
e machine learning estão se tornando mais e mais comuns nos dispositivos de usuários.
Portanto, uma arquitetura que pode se adaptar entre computação eficiente energéticamente
e de alta precisão é desejável.
Nós integramos uma nova arquitetura de FPU, a FPnew, em um processador ARM atrelado
a uma FPGA. Usando essa unidade como um acelerador de código, nós mostramos algumas
cargas de trabalho usando vários formatos de ponto flutuante. Como conclusão, nós
mostramos algumas fraquezas dessa unidade mas também uma carga de processamento
de images particularmente adequada ao uso de ponto flutuante de 16 bits não disponível
nativamente no processador ARM.

Abstract
Mobile and high-performance computing have placed increasing and diverging constraints
on floating-point hardware. At the same time, image processing and machine learning are
becoming more and more common on user’s devices. Therefore, an architecture that can
adapt between energy efficient and high precision processing is desirable.
We integrate a novel FPU architecture, the FPnew, in a ARM processor coupled to an
FPGA. Using the unit in an accelerator configuration, we show some workloads using
several floating-point formats. As a conclusion, we show some weaknesses of the unit but
also some particularly suited image processing workload making use of the 16-bit format
not available in the ARM core natively.
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Introduction

This report integrates a novel FPU architecture, the FPnew, into a FPGA core including
its ARM hard-processor cores. The FPnew communicates with the ARM cores through a
memory-mapped I/O interface in an accelerator model.
Several preliminary steps were performed, including selecting the FPU design to be used
and the execution platform. To make use of said platform, a new embedded system image,
containing a Linux distribution and customized kernel, was prepared. Many edits had to
be made to the FPnew sources to allow integration with the Quartus compiler and platform
designer.
In a second stage, several test programs were prepared to validate the functionality and
suitability of the FPnew. We show results for the Paranoia, Black-Scholes, Swaptions, Sobel and
Coverage test programs. The first confirms good floating-point operation and reveals a rounding
problem with the division operation. The second and third show real-world computation results
and demonstrate the limits of 16-bit floating-point operation and smaller. The fourth program
shows the applicability of 16-bit operation in certain classes of computations, showing good
fidelity in image processing workloads. The final program confirms the division rounding
error and validates the other arithmetic operations as identical to native floating-point.
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Motivation

Currently, mobile devices are the cornerstone of modern society. More and more people are
using their smartphones as their primary computing devices. In fact, at the very end of 2020
cell phones finally surpassed desktop computers in Brazil as device with the most market share,
according to Statcounter1 .
Meanwhile, advances in machine learning techniques are leaving the research lab and being
implanted in real scenarios. Today, most image and video processing is being done with artificial
intelligence algorithms. Even computer gaming, for a long time dominated by geometry-based
rendering techniques, is now turning to machine learning for increased performance, such
as Nvidia’s Deep Learning Super-Sampling (BURGESS, 2020). Indeed, modern GPUs now
include specialized unit (“tensor” cores) for such machine learning workloads.
On the other hand, the realities of power delivery for mobile devices demand that power
usage be restricted to an absolute minimum. This is at direct odds with the previous argument,
1

https://gs.statcounter.com/platform-market-share/desktop-mobile-tablet/brazil/2020
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since a phone so slow that operations take minutes is also not very useful. Therefore, there is a
trade-off between computing power and energy consumption, and a balance must be kept.
This assumes that the operations themselves are immutable. Most of the early machine
learning research has been conducted using full-precision floating point numbers, but this is
by no means a hard requirement. Indeed, it has been shown that ML techniques can work even
with binary (+1/−1) weights (ANDRI et al., 2018). In face of this flexibility, we can work
towards architectures that trade precision, and not computing power, for decreased energy
consumption.
Not only machine learning, but also traditional image processing can benefit from this
trade-off. High dynamic range requirements means more than the traditional 8-bit per pixel
are now required. These HDR images are usually processed using 32-bit floating point. While
this fulfills the dynamic range requirement, it requires more space and more energy to perform
floating-point operations compared to integer ones. The trade-off in this case is to use reducedprecision floating-point, since absolute precision is less important to image processing while
keeping the dynamic range made possible by the floating-point architecture.
Finally, it is desirable that such reduced-precision architecture be also interoperable with
regular full- and double-precision operations. Otherwise, two separate blocks would be needed
in such architectures, negating the energy savings realized by reducing precision. This leads
us to the concept of transprecision, a single unit capable of operating and inter-converting
between several floating-point types, while only using the necessary circuitry for each mode.
The last point is also important, because any floating-point unit can be made to work with
reduced precision inputs by upcasting all the inputs to the native datapath width and truncating
the result. This, however, still uses up as much energy for computation as the full-precision
version while loosing precision, offering only drawbacks.

2.1

State-of-the-Art

Although there are numerous descriptions of novel floating-point encoding, including Nervana’s
hybrid Flexpoint encoding (KÖSTER et al., 2017), Microsoft’s reduced 9-bit floats (CHUNG
et al., 2018) and Google’s bfloat16 (JOUPPI et al., 2017), there are very few transprecision
units described in detail available in the literature. Most works take the simulation approach
(CARVALHO; AZEVEDO, 2019; SAID; BENABDENBI; MORIN-ALLORY, 2020) and,
while relevant, do not show a complete processor implementation.
Both previous references extend a simulated RISC-V core with transprecision capabilities.
While it is useful in devising new floating-point formats or algorithms, the simulation-only
3

nature limits applicability in real systems. Their biggest contribution is on measuring what
size of float is actually required for good execution of a program. The realization that not
all calculations must be exactly right has created an entire field of “approximate computing”
(HAN; ORSHANSKY, 2013).
Another line of research is being followed mainly at ETH Zürich (TAGLIAVINI et al.,
2018; MACH et al., 2019; MONTAGNA et al., 2020; PRASAD et al., 2020). They have
released a novel floating-point unit, with source code available, that implements a flexible
transprecision interface. The main appeal is the extensive configuration capabilities, which
allow for experimentation with any custom float format that follows the IEEE-754 binary
format.

3

FPnew

The FPnew is a state-of-the-art transprecision floating point unit, developed by the Open
Transprecision Computing group2 . It is mainly described in (MACH et al., 2020). They
describe in their paper a speedup of 1.64x in a F16 workload compared to a F32 base, and also
a 37% reduction in energy to complete the same workload. Their design is also silicon-proven,
being integrated into Ariane (ZARUBA; BENINI, 2019), an application-class RISC-V core
produced in the GlobalFoundries 22FDX process.
While the transprecision approach can decrease the energy consumption of a floating-point
operation, it can also leave unrealized performance on the table, by completely disabling
unneeded parts of the circuit. This is why the FPnew by default vectorizes the unit by leveraging the difference in bit width between formats to create multiple lanes. In other words,
a unit configured to handle both 64-bit double-precision and 16-bit half-precision floats is
automatically able to vectorize the half-precision to handle 4×16-bit lanes
One of the benefits of the FPnew architecture is the large amount of configuration options.
Adding a new floating-point format is as easy as declaring the number of exponent and mantissa
bits.. It can also support non-power-of-two formats, for example Nvidia’s 19-bit TensorFloat
(CHOQUETTE et al., 2021), although this complicates vectorization. Operations can be
divided in blocks for grouping, where each block can be vectorized in parallel or merged
(MACH et al., 2020, section B.3), also fig. 1 on the following page. Parallel blocks divide
work in lanes of equal width, while merged blocks each handle different bit widths, potentially
increasing efficiency in non-power-of-two scenarios.
2

https://oprecomp.eu/
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Figure 1 – “Datapath block diagram of the TP-FPU with its underlying levels of hierarchy. It
supports multiple FP formats, and the datapath width is configurable.” Taken from
(MACH et al., 2020, figure 2).
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Table 1 – Floating-point formats supported by the FPnew
FPnew name

Alternative
Sign bit
name

FP16
FP32
FP64
FP16alt
FP8
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binary16
binary32
binary64
bfloat16

–

1
1
1
1
1

Exponent bits

Mantissa bits
(effective)

5
8
11
8
5

11
23
53
8
3

Implementation

This work chooses to test the FPnew module in real hardware using a FPGA board. This
platform contains an ARM hard-processor to which the FPGA fabric is connected. Therefore,
we instantiate the unit as an accelerator on the FPGA side communicating using memorymapped I/O. The next sections will detail the platform used and FPnew integration.
In order to prepare and run the experiments targeting the FPnew unit, some kind of execution
environment is needed. The build scripts provided along with the implementation target the
QuestaSim® vlog compiler, and can be also made to work using the free ModelSim version.
However, the result is only useful to be run in the corresponding simulation environments,
5

which is also slow to execute. Therefore, in order to more appropriately test the capabilities of
the FPnew, hardware execution was targeted in the form of a FPGA core.
The software suite needed to target the FPGA is the Intel Quartus® Prime. Due to licensing
constraints, only the free version Quartus Prime Lite 20.1 was available. This caused several
problems during the integration phase due to poor support for SystemVerilog constructs in the
quartus_map compiler. The paid versions have a different compiler, quartus_syn, which
does not suffer from these drawbacks. In the end, the FPnew was successfully instantiated in
the final design after some code modifications. A detailed explanation is given in section 4.3.

4.1

Hardware Platform

The hardware platform was chosen because of the availability to the authors. It is a DE1SoC development board3 made by Terasic in partnership with Altera, now owned by Intel.
The centerpiece is the Cyclone V SE, part number 5CSEMA5F31C6N, a FPGA with 85 kLE
(logic elements). It has many interesting connected peripherals, which are shown from their
documentation in fig. 2. However, the only component necessary for this project is the FPGA
itself and its integrated Hard Processor System (HPS).
The HPS consists of a dual-core Arm Cortex-A9 design running Linux as the operating
system. There is 1 GiB of DDR3 memory dedicated to this subsystem, and the system clock
speed is just under 1 GHz. Of note are the HPS-FPGA interfaces (c.f. fig. 3), which are AXI4
buses that communicate between the processor and any logic instanced on the FPGA. This
will be the method used to transfer data to and from the FPnew unit in order to use it from
Linux. The buses are addressable from Linux as memory mapped I/O, and no custom driver is
necessary in the kernel.
The HPS, alongside other blocks (often referred as “Intellectual Property”, or IP), can be
customized in the Quartus project using the Quartus Platform Designer tool. To guarantee
proper operation, the parameter values were taken from a Terasic example project. This is
specially important when configuring the DDR memory timings, which have to be matched
with the components on the board. To complete the system, some other peripherals were
attached to the AXI bus. The main goal is to receive read/write requests at specific addresses
and forward those as operands for the FPnew. The result is similarly placed at another address.
3
4

https://www.terasic.com.tw/cgi-bin/page/archive.pl?No=836

Advanced eXtensible Interface, a part of the ARM Advanced Microcontroller Bus Architecture (AMBA)
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Figure 2 – Peripheral Diagram of the DE1-SoC board

Image © Terasic

Figure 3 – Block Diagram of the FPGA

Image © Intel
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Figure 4 – HPS configuration using Platform Designer

4.2

Execution Environment

In order to make use of the HPS, a Linux OS image must be present for booting, called the
Board Support Package (BSP). This can be accomplished either by loading it from FPGA
logic after configuration, loading from an external flash chip or finally from a microSD card.
Furthermore, due to some circumstances involving the board hardware, the FPGA cannot be
programmed with the built-in USB Blaster II programmer. This requires then that the HPS be
initialized first, and the FPGA bitstream defining the logic be loaded afterwards from the hard
processor. For this reason, the BSP was put on a microSD card.
Terasic provides system images ready for use on their website5 . However, these images are
significantly out of date, and the Linux kernel contained therein is missing some features that
would be useful during experimentation. Moreover, the provided images were too large to fit
unmodified onto the microSD card, and would have to be remade either way.
As a result, a new system image running Arch Linux ARM6 was prepared. The installation
procedure followed the Arch Linux install guide, except for the kernel and boot-loader, which
have to be sourced from Intel due to non-upstream patches necessary for execution.
5
6

https://www.terasic.com.tw/cgi-bin/page/archive.pl?No=836&PartNo=4
https://archlinuxarm.org
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4.2.1

Linux

The code for the Linux kernel was sourced from the provided Intel repository7 , which contains
the necessary support code for the Cyclone V system. The exact version used to run the
experiments is 5.11.0-81693-g9256fe2b63c9, compiled from the socfpga-5.11 branch.
The base configuration used was derived from the DE0-Nano defconfig file, since there is
no version specific to the DE1-SoC board. This was deemed safe because, reviewing system
logs from the Terasic image, the same base config was used on the official build. Some more
modules were enabled due to the new functionality in recent kernels, in specific the FPGA
Manager Debug mode, which allows to load a bitstream from userspace, without having to
write kernel code. Other were related to hardware differences between the DE0-Nano and
DE1-SoC boards, such as the Ethernet driver.
4.2.2

U-Boot

Just like the kernel, the boot-loader also requires downstream patches available from the corresponding Intel repository8 . The revision used was 2021.04-14463-g9201982d7b-dirty,
compiled from the socfpga_v2021.04_RC branch.
However, even though there is a defconfig file for the DE1-SoC board, the initialization
constants provided in the repository are not enough to correctly initialize the hard processor.
After realizing that those constants have to be re-generated from the Quartus project files, a
new image was made that can boot enough to provide a serial console.
Unfortunately, said image could not read then the microSD card to load Linux, even though
it was itself loaded from the same card. Due to time constraints, it was not possible to debug
this issue further. Since the boot-loader provided by Terasic worked correctly, including with
the rest of the new image, and no new features were required from U-Boot, it was decided to
keep the old boot-loader. Therefore, the actual version used for the experiments is U-Boot
2013.01.01.

4.3

HDL Code

As mentioned before, the free version of Quartus does not support all the SystemVerilog
features used by the FPnew implementation. Most of the code is either standard Verilog, which
is supported, or straightforward extensions such as always_ff.
7
8

https://github.com/altera-opensource/linux-socfpga
https://github.com/altera-opensource/u-boot-socfpga
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However, some valid SystemVerilog constructs produce compiler errors and have to be
modified in order to successfully synthesize the design. Since most of the missing functionality
is concentrated around generic code, it can be made to work by “de-generifying” the modules.
That is, unsupported parameters are replaced by their default values, and code is duplicated if
necessary.
Finally, the altered FPnew was integrated in a VHDL top-level entity alongside the HPS
macro generated with Platform Designer. Some glue logic was added to map bus requests to
FPnew operations. To aid debugging, some signals were routed to the 7-segment displays on
the board.
4.3.1

Code Changes

The following are the code changes applied systematically to the FPnew sources in order to be
able to successfully compile the code. There is a small risk that these changes might cause
behavioral changes in the FPU, which could only be detected by extensive validation. Such
procedure exceeds the time available to realize this project, and therefore the operation is
assumed correct unless shown otherwise. Either way, most of the alteration were done to the
tagging system in the FPnew, which is not used in this project.
4.3.1.1

localparam

Quartus has no support for localparam generic parameters in the module definition. These
differ from regular parameter generics in that, while they can be referenced in the module’s
port list, they cannot be overridden from outside during instantiation.
Therefore, the fix is simply to replace all localparam generics with parameter declaration.
Since we control how the components are instantiated, we can assure that these values are
consistent with their usage.
4.3.1.2

parameter type

The free version of Quartus also lacks any support for type parameters in SystemVerilog.
This type of generic parameter allows to generate code that works with any type of signal, be
it a scalar, a vector or even a struct. Needless to say, it can be very hard, even impossible, to
rewrite code that makes use of generic types without introducing many copies of the blocks,
one for each concrete type used. In a way, it means doing manual monomorphization, that is,
performing the same steps the compiler would take to instantiate the code.
10

--- a/src/fpnew_divsqrt_multi.sv
+++ b/src/fpnew_divsqrt_multi.sv
@@ -21,8 +21,8 @@ module fpnew_divsqrt_multi #(
parameter type
TagType
= logic,
parameter type
AuxType
= logic,
// Do not change
- localparam int unsigned WIDTH
= fpnew_pkg::max_fp_width(FpFmtConfig),
- localparam int unsigned NUM_FORMATS = fpnew_pkg::NUM_FP_FORMATS
+ parameter int unsigned WIDTH
= fpnew_pkg::max_fp_width(FpFmtConfig),
+ parameter int unsigned NUM_FORMATS = fpnew_pkg::NUM_FP_FORMATS
) (
input logic
clk_i,
input logic
rst_ni,

Listing 1 – Changes required from the lack of localparam generic parameters. quartus_map
has only partial SystemVerilog support and does not recognize localparam here.
Fortunately, the FPnew implementation only uses generic types in the tagging system. This
is to allow an processor integrating the FPU to provide its own tag integrated with the rest of
the system. Usually, this is combined with pipelining to pass along control signals with the
operands.
Since we did not configure FPnew with pipelining for these experiments, and also the
FPU is only loosely integrated with the HPS system, the tag signals are not important to us.
Therefore, we can hard-code them with their default logic value.
The only other difference is that some blocks also had generic auxiliary signals. However,
those were always used as vectors of the tag type, so we can substitute them by vectors of
logic by introducing an AuxWidth generic parameter.
4.3.1.3

generate

The Quartus compiler is very strict with the use of generate statements. Any if or
for statement not enclosed in a function or always block must be inside a generate block.
Additionally, it does not support the C99-style for declaration, where the loop variable is
declared alongside the for and is scoped inside the statement.
The solution for these compilation errors are simply to wrap relevant blocks inside generate
and endgenerate. For loops have their iteration variable extracted to the top level. Some
loops reuse variable names (such as i), but since they are always initialized with a value it is
alright to reuse the genvar entirely.
11

--- a/src/fpnew_divsqrt_multi.sv
+++ b/src/fpnew_divsqrt_multi.sv
@@ -18,8 +18,7 @@ module fpnew_divsqrt_multi #(
// FPU configuration
parameter int unsigned
NumPipeRegs = 0,
parameter fpnew_pkg::pipe_config_t PipeConfig = fpnew_pkg::AFTER,
- parameter type
TagType
= logic,
- parameter type
AuxType
= logic,
+ parameter int unsigned
AuxWidth
= 1,
// Do not change
parameter int unsigned WIDTH
= fpnew_pkg::max_fp_width(FpFmtConfig),
parameter int unsigned NUM_FORMATS = fpnew_pkg::NUM_FP_FORMATS
@@ -32,8 +31,8 @@ module fpnew_divsqrt_multi #(
input fpnew_pkg::roundmode_e
rnd_mode_i,
input fpnew_pkg::operation_e
op_i,
input fpnew_pkg::fp_format_e
dst_fmt_i,
- input TagType
tag_i,
- input AuxType
aux_i,
+ input logic
tag_i,
+ input logic [AuxWidth-1:0]
aux_i,
// Input Handshake
input logic
in_valid_i,
output logic
in_ready_o,
@@ -42,8 +41,8 @@ module fpnew_divsqrt_multi #(
output logic [WIDTH-1:0]
result_o,
output fpnew_pkg::status_t
status_o,
output logic
extension_bit_o,
- output TagType
tag_o,
- output AuxType
aux_o,
+ output logic
tag_o,
+ output logic [AuxWidth-1:0]
aux_o,
// Output handshake
output logic
out_valid_o,
input logic
out_ready_i,
@@ -51,3 +50,6 @@ module fpnew_divsqrt_multi #(
output logic
busy_o
);
+
+
+

typedef logic TagType;
typedef logic [AuxWidth-1:0] AuxType;

Listing 2 – Adaptations for lack of generic types. quartus_map has not support for generic
types and those parameters must be hard-coded.
12

--- a/src/fpnew_opgroup_multifmt_slice.sv
+++ b/src/fpnew_opgroup_multifmt_slice.sv
@@ -117,9 +119,11 @@ module fpnew_opgroup_multifmt_slice #(
assign target_aux_d = {dst_vec_op, dst_is_cpk};

+

+

// CONV passes one operand for assembly after the unit: opC for cpk, opB for others
generate
if (OpGroup == fpnew_pkg::CONV) begin : conv_target
assign conv_target_d = dst_is_cpk ? operands_i[2] : operands_i[1];
end
endgenerate

// For 2-operand units, prepare boxing info
logic [NUM_FORMATS-1:0]
is_boxed_1op;
@@ -135,7 +139,9 @@ module fpnew_opgroup_multifmt_slice #(
// --------------// Generate Lanes
// --------------- for (genvar lane = 0; lane < int'(NUM_LANES); lane++) begin : gen_num_lanes
+ genvar lane;
+ generate
+ for (lane = 0; lane < int'(NUM_LANES); lane++) begin : gen_num_lanes
localparam int unsigned LANE = unsigned'(lane); // unsigned to please the linter
// Get a mask of active formats for this lane
localparam fpnew_pkg::fmt_logic_t ACTIVE_FORMATS =
@@ -343,5 +352,6 @@ module fpnew_opgroup_multifmt_slice #(
end
end
end
+ endgenerate
// Extend slice result if needed

Listing 3 – Adaptations for strict generate usage. quartus_map does not allow if or for at
the module level outside a generate block. genvars cannot be declared inside
for statements.

13

4.3.1.4

Packed enum

One of the features of the Verilog language is the existence of two separate dimension
types for vector signals. There are packed dimensions and unpacked dimensions, and only the
former are guaranteed to compile down to a linear arrangement of signals. This is important
because only the first type can be sliced and assigned as a bit vector. Therefore, it is important
to only have bit vectors, enumerations or packed structs in code for synthesis.
Nevertheless, the Quartus compiler does not consider enumerations to be packed values,
even when an explicit bit width is specified in the declaration. Since the enumeration values are
just global constants, the code can be adapted to list all the variants as Verilog parameters, and
provide a type alias with the same name as the enumeration. Somewhat confusingly, Verilog
constants are runtime values, meaning that they cannot be used in generic code, so the values
are declared instead as parameters.
4.3.1.5

Constant Struct Access

Another problem is that the Quartus compiler, or at least its Verilog parser, cannot handle
struct member access inside generic parameter lists. This is slightly inconvenient since most
of the customization of the FPnew is made using configuration structs which hold the generic
parameters to use. Then, each relevant member is accessed to forward the relevant parameter to
the sub-blocks of the design. The solution for this problem is a little verbose, but straightforward:
function wrappers are added which take an instance of the configuration struct and hide the
member access from the parser. A partial example of this is given on listing 5 on page 16.
4.3.1.6

Constant Function Call

Finally, the last problem encountered when trying to synthesize the FPnew block was
that function calls were not recognized as constant values when used as initialization values
for localparam values, even though all arguments to the functions were constant or generic
parameter for the module. These parameters could not be converted to runtime constants
because they are used to specify the generic arguments to sub-blocks.
The solution for this problem is the worse, code-quality wise, between all the ones required.
This is because the code encapsulation had to be broken, moving the internal parameters up
as generic module parameters. To complete the fix, these parameters would have then to
be specified at instantiation of the module, even tough they have default values declared. An
14

--- a/src/fpnew_pkg.sv
+++ b/src/fpnew_pkg.sv
@@ -35,14 +35,21 @@ package fpnew_pkg;
localparam int unsigned FP_FORMAT_BITS = $clog2(NUM_FP_FORMATS);

+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

// FP formats
typedef enum logic [FP_FORMAT_BITS-1:0] {
/*typedef enum logic [FP_FORMAT_BITS-1:0] {
FP32
= 'd0,
FP64
= 'd1,
FP16
= 'd2,
FP8
= 'd3,
FP16ALT = 'd4
// add new formats here
} fp_format_e;
} fp_format_e;*/
typedef logic [FP_FORMAT_BITS-1:0] fp_format_e;
parameter fp_format_e FP32
= 'd0;
parameter fp_format_e FP64
= 'd1;
parameter fp_format_e FP16
= 'd2;
parameter fp_format_e FP8
= 'd3;
parameter fp_format_e FP16ALT = 'd4;
// Encodings for supported FP formats
localparam fp_encoding_t [0:NUM_FP_FORMATS-1] FP_ENCODINGS

= '{

Listing 4 – Adaptations for lack of enum support in packed dimensions. Although the enums
define a bit vector as the underlying type, quartus_map does not recognize these
as packed.
example of this change is given in listing 6 on page 17. In any situation other than completely
internal code, this kind of change would be very discouraged, since it allows for inconsistent
values to be passed to the module. However, since the compiler won’t accept the original code
and we control all module instantiations, it is safe to make this change.
4.3.2

SystemVerilog type safety

One of the touted benefits of Verilog against other hardware description languages such as
VHDL is its flexibility. Integers can be implicitly converted to bit vectors, and vector length
is automatically adjusted during assignment of incompatible lengths. In contrast, all these
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--- a/src/fpnew_pkg.sv
+++ b/src/fpnew_pkg.sv
@@ -260,6 +336,19 @@ package fpnew_pkg;
pipe_config_t
PipeConfig;
} fpu_implementation_t;
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

function automatic fmt_unsigned_t
fpu_implementation_PipeReg(fpu_implementation_t impl, int idx);
return impl.PipeRegs[idx];
endfunction
function automatic fmt_unit_types_t
fpu_implementation_UnitType(fpu_implementation_t impl, int idx);
return impl.UnitTypes[idx];
endfunction
function automatic pipe_config_t
fpu_implementation_PipeConfig(fpu_implementation_t impl);
return impl.PipeConfig;
endfunction

localparam fpu_implementation_t DEFAULT_NOREGS = '{
PipeRegs:
'{default: 0},
UnitTypes: '{'{default: PARALLEL}, // ADDMUL
--- a/src/fpnew_top.sv
+++ b/src/fpnew_top.sv
@@ -105,13 +110,12 @@ module fpnew_top #(
fpnew_opgroup_block #(
.OpGroup
( fpnew_pkg::opgroup_e'(opgrp)
),
.Width
( WIDTH
),
.EnableVectors ( Features.EnableVectors
),
.FpFmtMask
( Features.FpFmtMask
),
.IntFmtMask
( Features.IntFmtMask
),
.FmtPipeRegs
( Implementation.PipeRegs[opgrp] ),
.FmtUnitTypes ( Implementation.UnitTypes[opgrp] ),
.PipeConfig
( Implementation.PipeConfig
),
.TagType
( TagType
)
+
.EnableVectors ( fpnew_pkg::fpu_features_EnableVectors(Features) ),
+
.FpFmtMask
( fpnew_pkg::fpu_features_FpFmtMask(Features)
),
+
.IntFmtMask
( fpnew_pkg::fpu_features_IntFmtMask(Features)
),
+
.FmtPipeRegs
( fpnew_pkg::fpu_implementation_PipeReg(Implementation, opgrp) ),
+
.FmtUnitTypes ( fpnew_pkg::fpu_implementation_UnitType(Implementation, opgrp) ),
+
.PipeConfig
( fpnew_pkg::fpu_implementation_PipeConfig(Implementation)
)
) i_opgroup_block (
.clk_i,
.rst_ni,

Listing 5 – Changes to work-around struct access in generic context. The parser in
quartus_map does not seem to handle struct member access in this case.
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--- a/src/fpnew_opgroup_block.sv
+++ b/src/fpnew_opgroup_block.sv
@@ -167,7 +169,9 @@ module fpnew_opgroup_block #(
.EnableVectors ( EnableVectors
),
.NumPipeRegs
( REG
),
.PipeConfig
( PipeConfig
),
.TagType
( TagType
)
+
.MAX_FP_WIDTH ( fpnew_pkg::max_fp_width(FpFmtMask) ),
+
.MAX_INT_WIDTH ( fpnew_pkg::max_int_width(IntFmtMask) ),
+
.NUM_LANES
( fpnew_pkg::max_num_lanes(Width, FpFmtMask, 1'b1) )
) i_multifmt_slice (
.clk_i,
.rst_ni,
--- a/src/fpnew_opgroup_multifmt_slice.sv
+++ b/src/fpnew_opgroup_multifmt_slice.sv
@@ -22,9 +22,12 @@ module fpnew_opgroup_multifmt_slice #(
parameter logic
EnableVectors = 1'b1,
parameter int unsigned
NumPipeRegs
= 0,
parameter fpnew_pkg::pipe_config_t PipeConfig
= fpnew_pkg::BEFORE,
// Do not change
- localparam int unsigned NUM_OPERANDS = fpnew_pkg::num_operands(OpGroup),
- localparam int unsigned NUM_FORMATS = fpnew_pkg::NUM_FP_FORMATS
+ parameter int unsigned NUM_OPERANDS = fpnew_pkg::num_operands(OpGroup),
+ parameter int unsigned NUM_FORMATS = fpnew_pkg::NUM_FP_FORMATS,
+ parameter int unsigned MAX_FP_WIDTH = fpnew_pkg::max_fp_width(FpFmtConfig),
+ parameter int unsigned MAX_INT_WIDTH = fpnew_pkg::max_int_width(IntFmtConfig),
+ parameter int unsigned NUM_LANES = fpnew_pkg::max_num_lanes(Width, FpFmtConfig, 1'b1)
) (
input logic
clk_i,
input logic
rst_ni,
@@ -55,9 +58,6 @@ module fpnew_opgroup_multifmt_slice #(
output logic
busy_o
);
-

localparam
localparam
localparam
localparam
// We will
localparam

int unsigned MAX_FP_WIDTH
= fpnew_pkg::max_fp_width(FpFmtConfig);
int unsigned MAX_INT_WIDTH = fpnew_pkg::max_int_width(IntFmtConfig);
int unsigned NUM_LANES = fpnew_pkg::max_num_lanes(Width, FpFmtConfig, 1'b1);
int unsigned NUM_INT_FORMATS = fpnew_pkg::NUM_INT_FORMATS;
send the format information along with the data
int unsigned FMT_BITS =

Listing 6 – Changes to work-around function calls inside localparam declarations.
quartus_map does not recognize these as elaboration time constants.
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function automatic fp_encoding_t super_format(fmt_logic_t cfg);
automatic fp_encoding_t res;
res = '0;
for (int unsigned fmt = 0; fmt < NUM_FP_FORMATS; fmt++)
if (cfg[fmt]) begin // only active format
res.exp_bits = unsigned'(maximum(res.exp_bits, exp_bits(fp_format_e'(fmt))));
res.man_bits = unsigned'(maximum(res.man_bits, man_bits(fp_format_e'(fmt))));
end
return res;
endfunction

Listing 7 – Original code for calculating the maximum number of bits required
operations require explicit casts and conversion functions in VHDL, increasing complexity
and decreasing coding speed.
However, such flexibility can also hide bugs in the code that could be prevented if conversions were explicit. For example, bit vector truncation warnings are common and even
sometimes expected, since integers automatically convert to a 32-bit vector. Other times, it can
mask missing handling of carry bits in integer arithmetic. To fully represent the sum of two
16-bit numbers, it is actually necessary to store 17 bits. Verilog makes it easy to store such
sum in a 16-bit result, causing silent overflow which might be undesirable.
A concrete example of Verilog conversion flexibility causing code bugs is given in listings 7
to 9 on pages 18–19. During the code changes in paragraph 4.3.1.5, a new function was
introduced to directly return a computed struct’s member instead of the whole structure. This
function was based off an existing one with the return type altered. However, the internal
variable did not have its type changed from the initial struct, and therefore the function was
performing an implicit conversion between two completely incompatible types, as seen in
listing 8. This error not only compile, but did not even produce a warning. Fortunately, the
result of this function was used to compute the vector width of some signals, and some other,
correct, function was used to index them inside a generate block. This caused an out-ofbounds read during generation, which is a hard error, and allowed the bug to be caught. If the
FPnew was instead written in VHDL, such kinds of errors would be impossible, since all type
conversions must be explicit.

4.4

Test Applications

Lastly, some code to exercise the FPnew block is necessary. The first step is to produce a generic
C++ class Fp<FT> that wraps the peripheral operations and hides the memory accesses using
18
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function automatic int unsigned super_format_exp_bits(fmt_logic_t cfg);
automatic fp_encoding_t res ;
res = 0;
for (int unsigned fmt = 0; fmt < NUM_FP_FORMATS; fmt++)
if (cfg[fmt]) begin // only active format
res .exp_bits = unsigned'(maximum(res .exp_bits , exp_bits(fp_format_e'(fmt))));
end
return res ;
endfunction

Listing 8 – Altered code with incompatible types
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
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9

function automatic int unsigned super_format_exp_bits(fmt_logic_t cfg);
automatic int unsigned res;
res = 0;
for (int unsigned fmt = 0; fmt < NUM_FP_FORMATS; fmt++)
if (cfg[fmt]) begin // only active format
res = unsigned'(maximum(res, exp_bits(fp_format_e'(fmt))));
end
return res;
endfunction

Listing 9 – Fixed code for only calculating the maximum number of exponent bits required
operator overloading to present an arithmetic-like object. This class can then be substituted
in place of the native float or double to seamlessly use the FPnew in place of the native
operations in preexisting programs. There is only one exception, which is that the test program
needs to be altered to include the peripheral initialization code. This is implemented as a static
global object that maps the correct memory addresses and sets-up global variables pointing
to those addresses. However, this opens up the possibility of a “static initialization order
fiasco”9 , where a global constant tries to invoke the implicit constructor of a Fp<FT> object
before the addresses are set-up, causing a crash. This can be solved by moving all such static
initialization to the beginning of the main function.
All the test code created or modified for use with FPnew will be available online10 . Also
accompanying is the VHDL wrapper sources, and also the complete modifications made to the
FPnew.
9
10

https://isocpp.org/wiki/faq/ctors#static-init-order
At https://github.com/gbsf/MC030-code or by contacting the author directly.
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Fp(double fp64) {
*reinterpret_cast<volatile double *>(OP0) = fp64;
ops oper{{.operation = F2F, .src_fmt = FP64, .dst_fmt = FT::fp_type}};
oper_reg->_all = oper._all;
storage = *reinterpret_cast<volatile storage_t *>(RES);
}
// [...]
Fp<FT> operator +(const Fp<FT> &rhs) const {
*reinterpret_cast<volatile storage_t *>(OP1) = storage;
*reinterpret_cast<volatile storage_t *>(OP2) = rhs.storage;
ops oper{{.operation = ADD, .src_fmt = FT::fp_type, .dst_fmt = FT::fp_type}};
oper_reg->_all = oper._all;
return Fp<FT>(*reinterpret_cast<volatile storage_t *>(RES), true);
}
// [...]
static Fp<FT> fma(const Fp<FT> &a, const Fp<FT> &b, const Fp<FT> &c) {
*reinterpret_cast<volatile storage_t *>(OP0) = a.storage;
*reinterpret_cast<volatile storage_t *>(OP1) = b.storage;
*reinterpret_cast<volatile storage_t *>(OP2) = c.storage;
ops oper{{.operation = FMADD, .src_fmt = FT::fp_type, .dst_fmt = FT::fp_type}};
oper_reg->_all = oper._all;
return Fp<FT>(*reinterpret_cast<volatile storage_t *>(RES));
}

Listing 10 – Example test code that implements FPnew type conversion, addition and Fused
Multiply-Add by making memory operations
4.4.1

Paranoia

The first program prepared is a established program to test floating-point implementations 11 ,
first published in the 80’s. It probes corner-cases and IEEE-754 compliance of a system using
only the elementary operations alongside some library functions.
4.4.2

Black-Scholes

The second program is a part of the Parsec benchmarking suite (BIENIA, 2011). It is a
financial partial differential equation solver, computing the Black-Scholes equation on the
prices of a portfolio of European options numerically:
𝜕𝑉 1 2 2 𝜕2 𝑉
𝜕𝑉
+ 𝜎 𝑆
+ 𝑟𝑆
− 𝑟𝑉 = 0
2
𝜕𝑡 2
𝜕𝑆
𝜕𝑆
11

https://people.math.sc.edu/Burkardt/c_src/paranoia/paranoia.html
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Figure 5 – Test image used for the Sobel operator
4.4.3

Swaptions

Another program of the Parsec suite, it also implements a financial partial differential equation
solver. In this case, because the Heath–Jarrow–Morton framework used cannot be computed
using derivatives, a Monte-Carlo simulation is used instead. Since it uses random sampling,
there is no input data for this program beyond configuration values.
4.4.4

Sobel

A custom implementation of the Sobel operator in image processing. To simplify the code,
all other image processing steps, e.g. format conversion, are made using ImageMagick. The
program receives a filename containing raw floating-point samples and writes out another raw
file with the output samples. ImageMagick is again used to compare the results. The standard
image used is shown in fig. 5.
4.4.5

Coverage

Lastly, a coverage map for the FP64 operations is approximated using another custom program.
Since trying all input pairs (and triples in the case of FMA) is computationally infeasible, two
random input vectors are generated and the operations made on the Cartesian product of those
vectors. The results are compared against the native operations to check for consistency.
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5

Results

The FPnew was successfully verified using the test programs just mentioned. Since it is attached
to the main processor using memory-mapped I/O, which is much slower than the integrated
FPU, focus was currently given to correct operation and the potential of 16-bit operation.
Along the way, some flaws in the wrapper HDL were found. First of all, to guarantee
timing closure, Quartus was indicating a maximum bus speed of about 30 MHz, against a bus
configured to 200 MHz. And indeed, some bit errors were seen in the responses from the
FPnew. The fix was to reduce the bus speed eight-fold to 25 MHz, meeting timing restrictions.
Secondly, another Verilog type mismatch was found (listing 11), in which vectors with
reversed dimensions were assigned together, causing the result from the FPnew to not be written
back correctly. Finally, a very subtle issue with generic parameters across the VHDL⇔SystemVerilog barrier caused only the FP32 format to exhibit issues. This was solved by creating
another wrapper, this time in SystemVerilog, whose purpose is only to override the generic
parameters and present a parameter-less interface to VHDL.
A single functionality that could not be made to work is the floating-point to integer
conversion operation. Simulator tests show the code changes are correct and the functionality
works, so the issue must be in the wrapper code.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

@@ -98,6 +98,6 @@ module rr_arb_tree #(
output logic
[NumIn-1:0] gnt_o,
/* verilator lint_on UNOPTFLAT */
/// Input data for arbitration.
- input logic [DataWidth-1:0][NumIn-1:0] data_i,
+ input logic [NumIn-1:0][DataWidth-1:0] data_i,
/// Output request is valid.
output logic
req_o,
/// Output request is granted.

Listing 11 – Fix for reversed dimensions caused by un-intuitive typedef replacement rules.
Verilog did not emit an error and caused the wrong dimension to be accessed.

5.1

Paranoia

The Paranoia test ran as expected, except for the 8-bit format. The precision of this format is
so low that the program got stuck in a infinite loop. The first insight on the FPnew given by
Paranoia is that the division operation does not round correctly. This message is given to all
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formats tested, so it must be inherent to the division sub-module implemented in the FPnew
instead of some other incompatibility.
Multiplication appears to round correctly.
/ is neither chopped nor correctly rounded.
Addition/Subtraction appears to round correctly.
Sticky bit used incorrectly or not at all.
FLAW:

lack(s) of guard digits or failure(s) to correctly round or chop

(noted above) count as one flaw in the final tally below.

Only for the FP32 format, a warning about a lack of guard digit in division is printed. Since
the other formats do not have such warnings, it might be a false positive. To support this
analysis we note that the division does not round correctly, so that the input tested by chance
might give the wrong result, appearing to be due to the lack of guard digit.
DEFECT:

Division lacks a Guard Digit, so error can exceed 1 ulp

or

and

1/3

3/9

SERIOUS DEFECT:

and

9/27 may disagree.

Division lacks a Guard Digit, so X/1 != X.

For the FP16 format, some expected messages about reduced precision were printed. The
FP16alt format also presents a warning about reduced precision, but since it has the same
dynamic range as the FP32 it does not print the second warning.
The number of significant digits of the Radix is 11.000000 .
SERIOUS DEFECT:

Precision worse than 5 decimal figures

.

[...]
The Underflow threshold is 6.10947608947753906e-05,

below which

calculation may suffer larger Relative error than merely roundoff.
SERIOUS DEFECT:

Range is too narrow; U1^4 Underflows.

All in all, the results sufficiently validate the FPnew operation against corner cases of
floating point support, barring the division issue.

5.2

Black-Scholes

The Black-Scholes workload was tested with the simsmall and simlarge datasets from Parsec.
While the results from the small inputs are as expected (fig. 6), there were severe anomalies
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Table 2 – Statistical analysis of Black-Scholes results. Mean absolute percentage error
and Root-mean-square deviation given against 64-bit results.
simsmall

MAPE/%†
16
32
64
16a
8
†

73.663
2.714
5.526 × 10−14
101.979
1.819 × 1011

MAPE/%†

RMSD
0.055
6.207 × 10−6
5.167 × 10−15
0.410
7.958

simlarge

73.737
2.757
5.565 × 10−14
101.196
—

RMSD

50.451
6.210 × 10−6
5.038 × 10−15
50.468
—

Only measuring against close values, excluding large and zero values from FPnew.

when computing with the large dataset (fig. 7). The 8-bit results have very low fidelity, as
expected from such reduced precision. the Mean absolute percentage error and Root-meansquare deviation statistical tests were performed on these datasets and are summarized in
table 2. Due to the very large number of anomalies in the results from the large dataset, only
“close” values were used to compute the MAPE, defined as nonzero results that are less than
the maximum value from the 64-bit reference output. Even then, the MAPE suffers from
amplification of errors from numbers with very small absolute value due to the presence of the
reference value in a denominator.
The small dataset shows all formats except 8-bit following the identity line against the 64-bit
native reference, with some loss due to the reduced precision, such as in fig. 6d. The MAPE
for the 16-bit formats is not very representative due to the aforementioned error amplification.
The RMSD is a better indicator of performance in this application, as it also lacks the outlier
removal factor applied to MAPE. Here we can see that both formats have reasonable deviations
of 0.055 and 0.41. From the 32-bit results we see that the full 64-bit precision is probably not
required for this application, with very small MAPE and RMSD values.
The situation changes with the large dataset. For some unidentified reason, there are large
deviations of some of the correct values for the 16-bit formats. This shows that a catastrophic
loss of precision has occurred somewhere during the computation. It depending on the number
of inputs suggests a dynamic range issue. These problems are reflected in the two orders
of magnitude increase in the RMSD. The MAPE values are very similar due to the “close”
requirement for values that filters out all those anomalies. Trying to calculate the true MAPE
overflowed a 64-bit float and returned Inf.
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Figure 6 – Comparison between Black-Scholes results using native operations (x-axis) and
FPnew (y-axis). Red crosses indicate values outside the shown range. Dataset
simsmall with 4096 outputs.
25

Figure 7 – Comparison between Black-Scholes results using native operations (x-axis) and
FPnew (y-axis). Red crosses indicate values outside the shown range. Dataset
simlarge with 65 536 outputs. 8-bit execution did not complete.
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Figure 8 – Comparison of Swaptions output between 64-bit results (x-axis) and 16-bit results
(y-axis). Red crosses indicate non-finite values from FPnew. Most 16-bit results
are either NaN or Inf.

5.3

Swaptions

The Swaptions workload is even more dependent on the floating-point range than Black-Scholes.
Due to the way samples are accumulated before averaging, all but the smallest number of
iterations would overflow a 16-bit float. The result is an output consisting solely of NaNs. On
the other hand, too small a number of iterations leads to imprecise results, since the output is
calculated using Monte-Carlo random sampling.
Both the simlarge and simsmall inputs from Parsec have too many iterations to produce
results for 16-bit computation and below. Therefore a custom definition with only 1000
iterations was used to produce the results. Even then, 8-bit and 16-bit alternate only outputted
NaNs, and the 16-bit results had several individual floating-point failures. Conversely, the 32-bit
results were very close to the 64-bit ones, showing that the problem is really in the precision
and dynamic range of 16-bit floating-point.
All outputs are described in table 3, and a graph of the 16-bit results against the 64-bit
reference is in fig. 8. The 32-bit results are good, with a MAPE of approximately 1 %. Looking
at the fig., the 16-bit values that are finite are reasonably close to the reference, although with a
MAPE of around 18 %. The issue is all the other non-finite values, that make the overall result
unreliable.
Even if a more careful construction of the Swaptions algorithm might be able to avoid
generating NaN, it is clear from these results and also those from Black-Scholes that not all
workloads are equally suited for executing using reduced precision 16-bit values.
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Table 3 – Output of Swaptions run for 1000 iterations, default seed. Mean absolute percentage error and Root-mean-square deviation given against
64-bit results.
16-bit
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
MAPE
RMSD
†

NaN

27.140 625
NaN
Inf
NaN

1.241 211
57.375
2.199 219
53.968 75
NaN

5.273 438
36.343 75
5.015 625
NaN
Inf
NaN

33.531 25
4.480 469
34.0
Inf

24.578 125
Inf
Inf
Inf
NaN

18.734 375
16.578 125
9.0 × 10−6
NaN
NaN

1.892 578
16.5625

32-bit

64-bit

6.106 219
25.450 462
13.488 676
193.010 59
9.045 938
1.283 768
55.383 881
2.360 412
50.774 895
158.145 676
5.553 129
39.304 482
5.138 927
0.017 164
201.667 358
0.000 674
35.649 673
4.834 478
36.290 962
141.295 029
24.317 225
79.210 365
125.869 621
82.051 399
17.509 575
17.930 368
17.718 34
3.8 × 10−5
0.604 402
33.945 694
1.785 459
17.515 463

6.103 235
25.483 81
13.509 527
193.111 536
9.029 989
1.284 702
55.370 994
2.364 85
50.827 302
158.290 439
5.536 692
39.344 021
5.142 443
0.016 421
201.538 802
0.000 645
35.663 166
4.829 118
36.255 528
141.237 087
24.285 985
79.242 463
125.746 815
82.0992
17.514 471
17.947 021
17.724 851
2.9 × 10−5
0.604 838
33.949 793
1.783 091
17.510 99

18.18 %†
1.50†

1.09 %
0.05

Only measuring against finite values.
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5.4

Sobel

Unlike the previous two applications, image processing is quite lenient to precision errors, due
to the nature of human vision. Pixel values do not have to match exactly to be perceived as
similar to the human eye. This makes viable the use of 16-bit floating point computations to
process images.
The main results are summarized in fig. 9. We can see that the image generated using the
Sobel implementation is almost the same perceptually compared to the Gimp reference image.
The Structural similarity index is a measure of this perceptual equality, with values closer to 1
meaning more similar images. The values obtained, all above 0.998, validate both the custom
implementation of the Sobel operator and also the viability of FPnew operations, in special
16-bit ones.
Gimp uses 32-bit floating point internally for its computations, and this is reflected in
the pixel differences in figs. 9e and 9h. In fact, the line artifacts point to a bug in the Gimp
implementation of the Sobel operator, since they are not present in the FPnew version. The
16-bit comparison in fig. 9b shows that, even when the pixel values are not equal due to different
operation precision, the resulting image is almost identical to the human eye.
A more extreme case of different pixels looking the same is given in fig. 10. Unlike the
previous figure, this version always compares against 64-bit samples from Gimp, noting still
that the internal operations are 32-bit. In addition, the pixel difference image was generated
directly from the floating-point samples, without the 16-bit integer intermediate step used
previously. This was done before specifically to avoid these kinds of floating-point comparison
and normalization problems. Even with almost all the pixels in the images not being the same,
the structural similarity of the images is in fact higher, above 0.999.

5.5

Coverage

Finally, a coverage map of the basic arithmetic operations was performed for 64-bit floating
point values both using the native ARM FPU and the FPnew. Two input vectors of 64 k entries
each were combined to test 232 operations of addition, subtraction, multiplication and division.
Since NaNs are not equal to anything, including themselves, only finite numbers were used in
this test. The results are summarized in table 4. Any difference between native and FPnew
results were summed to a total error variable.
As we can see, addition, subtraction and multiplication had no errors over all tested inputs.
However, division showed very small divergences. Looking at the mean error value, it is on
the order of 10−15 . This corresponds to the bottom most bits in a 64-bit floating-point value.
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SSIM: 0.998 757 134 023

(a) FPnew 16-bit samples/16bit computation

(b) Pixel differences using 16bit integer samples

(c) Gimp 16-bit samples/32-bit
computation

SSIM: 0.998 756 732 972

(d) FPnew 32-bit samples/64bit computation

(e) Pixel differences using 16bit integer samples

(f) Gimp 32-bit samples/32-bit
computation

SSIM: 0.998 756 733 131

(g) FPnew 64-bit samples/64bit computation

(h) Pixel differences using 16bit integer samples

(i) Gimp 64-bit samples/32-bit
computation

Figure 9 – Comparison between Sobel operator implemented using FPnew operations and a
reference Gimp image. Structural similarity index shown above. Pixel comparisons
were made using converted 16-bit integer samples to avoid floating-point normalization problems and also because the difference algorithm compares absolute pixel
values. Figures were converted to integer 8-bit for presentation only.
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SSIM: 0.999 579 607 781

(a) FPnew 16-bit samples/16bit computation

(b) Pixel differences using original floating-point samples

(c) Gimp 64-bit samples/32-bit
computation

SSIM: 0.999 581 641 713

(d) FPnew 32-bit samples/32bit computation

(e) Pixel differences using original floating-point samples

(f) Gimp 64-bit samples/32-bit
computation

Figure 10 – Comparison of the Sobel results from FPnew against the Gimp 64-bit reference
using the floating-point samples directly. While almost none of the pixels are
exactly the same, the SSIM is actually higher due to skipping a conversion step.
Figures were converted to integer 8-bit for presentation only.
The authors of the FPnew have already disclaimed that the implementation is not completely
IEEE-754 compliant, which is demonstrated here. From the code, it is also clear that the
division sub-module is not intended to be final and could still be improved. The probable
cause of the error is a problem of internal rounding or use of guard bits, as already alerted by
Paranoia (section 5.1). Also note that this error only manifested in about 4.7 % of tested inputs,
meaning it is very unlikely to affect many calculations.
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Table 4 – Summary of comparisons between 64-bit native operations and 64-bit FPnew

Absolute error sum
Mean value of error
Number of errors
Total input pairs
Error rate

6

Add

Sub

Mul

Div

0.000 000
—
0

0.000 000
—
0

0.000 000
—
0

6.376 921 × 10−7
3.164 578 × 10−15
201 509 365

64 k × 64 k = 4 294 967 296
201 509 365/4 294 967 296 = 4.7 %

Conclusion

In this work we have shown integration between a soft-core FPU called FPnew, a novel
transprecision design, and a hard-core ARM processor based on the Cyclone V platform. Since
this unit was designed to integrate a RISC-V core directly, its application as a co-processor
in another SoC architecture is sufficiently distinguished from the original. The FPnew is
implemented using memory-mapped I/O as the bridge between the ARM processor and the
FPGA fabric. This then provides the processor with floating-point formats not available
natively, namely the 16-bit FP16 and FP16alt and the 8-bit FP8.
Moreover, in this report we have shown a complete embedded system implementation,
starting from assembling a system image with an up-to-date Linux kernel, until HDL-level
edits to the processing units included inside the module. To avoid then the bottleneck caused
by the memory-mapped HPS-FPGA bridge, future work could go in the direction of a matrix
multiplication co-processor, leveraging DMA transfers to allow the CPU to continue work
while the FPnew computes values in the background.
Finally, we have shown several test applications demonstrating correct operation except for
the floating-point to integer conversion. The Black-Scholes and Swaptions results show where
reduced precision is not an acceptable trade-off, since small imprecisions quickly spiral into
massive result divergences. Conversely, the Sobel results show where 64-bit and even 32-bit
floating point are unnecessary, with a perceptually identical result provided by the reduced
precision version.
Some other future work could consist of optimization and validation of strict IEEE-754
compliance in the FPnew itself. The Coverage results show that there is an issue with rounding
on the division operation, and the timing closure of the circuit required a clock speed as low as
25 MHz for deployment in this FPGA platform.
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